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BCGBC4010A Apply structural principles to residential low-rise constructions

Structural principles - Loads

Primary loads

Wind pressure
Geographic location
A map of Australia shows the locations typically classified as cyclonic or non-cyclonic. The northern coast line near the sea is classified as cyclonic. The northern coast of Australia from Perth to Brisbane, just inland from the cyclonic areas are classified as non-cyclonic.
Terrain category
The terrain category gives a classification for the roughness of the area surrounding the building as obstructions tend to break up the wind. AS 4055 ‘Wind loads for housing’ sets out four terrain categories: TC1, TC2, TC2.5, TC3 with TC3 as the worst case.
A diagram shows a TC1 Residential suburbia well wooded country with less than or equal to 10 houses per hectare. In between each of the seven houses in the diagram there is a tree.
Height of building 
The height is relative to the ground level around the building to a maximum height of 8.5 m for one-storey or two-storey buildings (as specified in AS 4055).
A picture of a building is shown with the following information:
•	height to top of room 8.5 = m max
•	roof pitch 35 degrees max
•	height of eaves 6.0 m max
•	width of house 16.0 m max.
Shielding
Shielding is about localised effects of the building shape where one part may shield another part from the wind. An open fence has different wind forces than a solid fence.
A picture shows two diagrams of the wind blowing over (and where possible through) a fence. In the first diagram the fence is an open fence (ie there are gaps between the slats in the fence). In the second diagram the fence is a solid fence. 

With the solid fence the wind blows over the top and then down quite low, so that it impacts on the walls of the houses on the other side. With the open fence, some of wind passes through the fence and is deflected in different directions on the other side of it. The wind that passes over the fence then flows over the roofs of the houses on the other side.
Building shape  
The shape of the building such as roof pitch and openings in walls affects the pressures that forms around the building. A flat plane shape offers more resistance to wind.
A diagram of a building with a flat wall is shown facing the wind direction. 
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